Wallpaper design - Birds and Berries

Object: Wallpaper design

Place of origin: England (made)

Date: ca. 1893 (made)

Artist/Maker: C. F. A. Voysey, born 1857 - died 1941 (designer)

Materials and Techniques: Watercolour and pencil, on paper

Credit Line: Given by Courtaulds Ltd

Museum number: E.145-1974

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level D, case LD, shelf 11

Descriptive line
Design for 'Birds and Berries' wallpaper, featuring yellow birds, blue flowers and pink and (?)yellow berries; Watercolour and pencil, on paper; Signed, inscribed with measurements etc and numbered; By C. F. A. Voysey; England; ca. 1893

Physical description
Design for 'Birds and Berries' wallpaper, featuring yellow birds, blue flowers and pink and (?)yellow berries; Watercolour and pencil, on paper; Signed C. F. A. Voysey. Architect 45, Tierney Road, Streatham Hill S.W., with inscribed measurements etc and numbered 80.

Dimensions
Height: 57 cm size of sheet, Width: 43.2 cm size of sheet

Museum number
E.145-1974

Object history note
Given by Courtaulds Ltd.
Design for Broadleys, Windermere for A.C. Briggs.

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O144751/birds-and-berries-wallpaper-design-c-f-a/